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Climate Extreme is the occurrence of a value
of a weather or climate variable above (or below) a
threshold value near the upper (or lower) ends of
the range of observed values of a climate variable.



A changing climate leads to changes in extreme weather
and climate events.

Scientists have been saying for years that climate change
means we will see more extreme events and this is in line
with those projections, even though it is not possible to
attribute any one single event to climate change.

Extreme weather and climate events, interacting with
exposed and vulnerable human and natural systems, can
lead to disasters.
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A changing climate leads to changes in the frequency,
intensity, spatial extent, duration, and timing of
weather and climate extremes, and can result in
unprecedented extremes.
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Impacts from weather and climate events depend on:
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nature and severity of event

vulnerability

exposure



Increasing vulnerability, exposure, or severity and
frequency of climate events increases disaster risk
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Vulnerability:

the predisposition of a
person or group to be
adversely affected

Disaster Risk:

the likelihood of severe
alterations in the normal
functioning of a
community or society due
to weather or climate
events interacting with
vulnerable social
conditions

Disaster risk management and climate change adaptation can influence the
degree to which extreme events translate into impacts and disasters



New Chapter in IPCC – Driven by WG2 Needs

Schematic from Oppenheimer et al. (2014) -- AR5-WG2 Chapter 19



Chapter 12 Provides Hazards Perspective

Local seasonal mean temperature anomalies compared to 1951-1980 distribution
[from Hansen and Sato (2016) – ERL]

Impact- or risk-
relevant threshold



• Framing: physical climate system and hazards

• Information (quantitative and qualitative) on changing hazards:
present day, near term and long term

• Region-specific methodologies

• Region-specific integration of information, including confidence

• Relationship between changing hazards, global mean
temperature change, scenarios and emissions

Chapter 12 Scoping



Climate metrics for hazardous
impact assessment
• Region/subregion based
• Sectore based
• Hazard based



Chapter 12 Chapter Outline

Regional information on changing hazards
Africa
Asia
Australasia
Central and South America
Europe
North America
Small Islands
Oceans
Specific zones of impacts and risk

 Link to WG2 regional chapters driven by climate metrics
 Audience is national policymakers concerned about their countries
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Need CA for Asia section

• conduct literature review and provide a synthesis,
• textual contributions to draft chapter,
• data analysis,
• preparation of key figures for chapter as requested
• Anything else that we would provide/ask of the contributing

author
• Specific contributing author’s name, affiliation and email address

(if you have one identified)
• Please note their specific expertise
• Provide a short argument about why this person is best suited



Thank you


